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Abstract: Power framework upkeep and unwavering quality has turned into an imperative part of research. In this paper the 

execution of brought together power stream controller to control the power stream on the transmission line has been 

examined. The voltage source demonstrate was utilized to think about the UPFC's conduct in directing dynamic power, 

responsive power and voltage bends. Condensed the distinctive outcomes to see the advantages of UPFC in the power 

framework by introducing the Power framework demonstrating in MATLAB and establishment of UPFC in transmission 

interface. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 

Adaptable AC Transmission is a developing innovation in 

the Power World which utilizes control electronic gadgets 

for receptive pay. Actualities gadgets can be used to control 

stream and upgrade framework security. Especially with the 

deregulation of power showcase, there is an expanding 

enthusiasm for utilizing FACTS gadgets in the task and 

control of energy frameworks with new stacking and power 

stream conditions. [1]  

A superior use of the current power frameworks, to expands 

their ability and controllability by introducing certainties 

gadgets ends up basic. Because of the current circumstance 

there are two principle viewpoints which ought to be 

considered in utilizing FACTS gadgets. The main angle is 

the adaptable power task as indicated by the power stream 

control capacity of FACTS gadgets the other perspective is 

the change in transient and enduring state soundness of 

energy frameworks. Certainties gadgets are the correct 

hardware to address these difficulties. Certainties gadgets 

can be successfully used for the unfaltering state control 

and dynamic control of energy frameworks. [2]  

One of the all the more fascinating and conceivably most 

adaptable classes of FACTS gadget is the Unified Power 

Flow Controller (UPFC). The UPFC can give synchronous 

control of all essential power framework parameters 

(transmission) voltage, impedance and stage point).  

 

The controller can satisfy elements of receptive shunt 

remuneration, arrangement pay and stage moving gathering 

different control goals. [3] From an utilitarian point of 

view, the destinations are met by applying a boosting 

transformer infused voltage and an energizing transformer 

receptive current. The infused voltage is embedded by an 

arrangement transformer. Notwithstanding permit control of 

the line dynamic and receptive power, the UPFC gives an 

extra level of flexibility. Its shunt converter working as a 

STATCOM controls voltage by retaining or producing 

receptive power. Both the arrangement and shunt converters 

utilize a Voltage-Sourced Converter (VSC) associated on 

the auxiliary side of a coupling transformer. The VSCs 

utilize constrained commutated control electronic gadgets 

(GTOs, IGBTs or IGCTs) to incorporate a voltage from a 

DC voltage source. [3]  

In this paper the performed UPFC reenactment in Simulink 

(Matlab) in which the power stream control, voltage 

direction and solidness gave by UPFC has been checked. 

 

2. FLEXIBLE ALTERNATING CURRENT 

TRANSMISSION SYSTEMS 

 

In its most broad detailing, the FACTS idea depends on the 

enormous consolidation of energy hardware and techniques  

onto the high voltage side of the system to make it 

electronically controllable. [3, 4] Flexible AC Transmission 
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Systems (FACTS) as of late, control hardware have picked 

up the term for higher power framework controllability. A 

few FACTS gadgets have been brought into an assortment 

of uses far and wide. Some new hardware is in the 

commonsense stage. More research on the FACTS gadget 

arrangement is talked about in the writing. [5] In many 

applications, controllability is utilized to maintain a 

strategic distance from cost-concentrated or scene scale 

development of the power framework, for example, 

overhauling or including substations and electrical cables. 

[6] 

 

 

Figure 1. Operational limits of the transmission lines for different voltage levels 

 

Figure 1 demonstrates the fundamental thought of a FACTS 

transmission framework. The utilization of dynamic 

transmission lines ought to preferably accomplish warm 

cutoff points. Voltage and strength cutoff points ought to be 

moved by a few unique FACTS gadgets. As can be seen, as 

the length of the line builds, the open doors for FACTS 

gadgets turn out to be increasingly vital. The effect of 

FACTS gadgets is through Switch or control shunt 

remuneration, arrangement pay or stage move control. 

These gadgets work with quick present, voltage or 

impedance controllers. Power Electronics can abbreviate 

the response time to short of what one moment. [6] 

 

3. AN OVERVIEW OF FACTS CONTROLLERS 

 

The improvement of FACTS gadgets has started to develop 

as power hardware keep on evolving. High power level 

gadgets are as of now accessible for high voltage or even 

most extreme voltage converters. The general beginning 

stage is the system component that influences the 

responsive power or impedance of a piece of the power 

framework. Figure 2 demonstrates a portion of the 

fundamental gadgets isolated into general and FACTS 

gadgets. 

 

Figure 2. Overview of major fact devices 
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For FACTS, "dynamic" and "static" classes require some 

clarification. The expression "dynamic" is utilized to 

demonstrate the quick controllability of FACTS gadgets 

gave by control hardware. This is one of the primary 

differentials of customary gear. The expression "static" 

implies that the gadget does not have a versatile part like a 

mechanical change to perform dynamic controllability. 

Along these lines, most FACTS gadgets can be static and 

dynamic too. [2]  

The left section in Figure 2 contains customary gadgets that 

comprise of settled or mechanically switchable parts, for 

example, resistors, inductors or capacitors, and 

transformers. The FACTS gadget likewise contains these 

segments yet utilizes an extra power electronic valve or 

converter to switch segments in littler advances or switch 

modes amid the AC cycle. The left segment of FACTS gear 

utilizes thyristor valves or transducers. [7]  

These valves or transducers have been notable for quite a 

long time. They have low misfortunes because of the lower 

exchanging recurrence of the converter once per cycle, or 

just utilizing thyristors to connect the valve's impedance.  

The correct section of FACTS gadgets now incorporates 

further developed voltage source converter innovation 

construct basically with respect to Insulated Gate Bipolar 

Transistors (IGBTs) or Insulated Gate Rectifier Thyristors 

(IGCTs). Because of the beat width adjustment of the IGBT 

or IGCT, the voltage source converter gives an openly 

controllable voltage of abundancy and stage. The high 

balance recurrence permits low music in the yield flag, 

notwithstanding adjusting for impedance from the system. 

The hindrance is that with the exchanging recurrence 

expands, the misfortune is additionally expanding. So an 

uncommon converter configuration is expected to 

compensate for this. In every segment, components can be 

built by their association with the power framework. Shunt 

gadget is principally utilized for responsive power pay and 

voltage control. SVC gives smoother and more exact 

control than mechanical exchanging remuneration. It 

enhances the strength of the system and adjusts to new 

circumstances. STATCOM goes above and beyond to 

enhance control quality and keep it from dropping and 

flickering. [8]  

This arrangement of gear is to repay responsive power. In 

light of their impact on the powerful impedance of the line, 

they affect the solidness and current. These gadgets are 

introduced on the stage in arrangement with the creation 

line. Most makers will be arrangement remuneration 

(normally utilized for settled setup) as a FACTS gadget. 

The reason is that most parts and framework setup require 

an indistinguishable information from different FACTS 

gadgets. Now and again, the arrangement compensator is 

ensured by a thyristor connect. The utilization of TCSC 

fundamentally to facilitate the wavering between the 

locales, in this way enhancing the strength, yet in addition 

certainly affect the pattern. [9]  

The SSSC is in no way, shape or form a gadget based on 

the transmission level, as arrangement pay and the TCSC 

are meeting every one of the prerequisites of today and are 

more financially savvy. Be that as it may, the power 

converter group of uses has actualized control quality 

applications at the power dispersion level, for example, 

guaranteeing voltage plunges and glint in the plant 

encourage. These gadgets are known as unique voltage 

restorers (DVRs) or static voltage restorers (SVRs). [10]  

It is progressively imperative to have FACTS gear offload 

and in-line setup. These gadgets are for control controllable 

power. The higher instability of vitality streams because of 

vitality advertise movement requires more adaptable 

utilization of transmission limit. The power stream control 

gadget occupies the power spill out of the over-burden 

some portion of the power framework to the region with 

free transmission limit. [9, 10] 

 

3.1 Working Principle of Unified Power Flow Controller 

 

The bound together power stream controller is the mix of 

two consecutive converter named as VSC1 and VSC2. 

They are working from a DC connect determined by a dc 

stockpiling capacitor. These framework work as a perfect 

air conditioning to air conditioning converter. The genuine 

power can autonomously stream either in course between 

the air conditioner terminals of the two converter and every 

converter can uninhibitedly create or assimilates responsive 

power as its own particular yield terminal. 

 

 
 

Figure 3. Basic structure of Unified Power flow Controller 
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One VSC is connected in shunt to the transmission line by 

means of a shunt transformer and other one is associated in 

arrangement through an arrangement transformer. [11] The 

DC terminal of two VSCs is associated and this makes a 

way for dynamic power trade between the converters. VSC 

determine the principle capacity of UPFC by infusing a 

voltage with controllable extent and stage point in 

arrangement with the line by means of an infusion 

transformer. This infused voltage go about as a 

synchronous air conditioning voltage source. The 

transmission line current courses through this voltage 

source bringing about responsive and dynamic power trade 

amongst it and the air conditioner framework. The receptive 

power produced at the Dc terminals is traded inside by the 

converter. The genuine power traded at the air conditioner 

terminal is changed over into dc control which shows up at 

the dc interface as a genuine power required. What's more, 

VSC1 is to supply or assimilate the genuine power required 

by converter2 at the normal dc connect to help genuine 

power trade coming about because of the arrangement 

voltage infusion. This dc interface control request of VSC2 

is changed over back to air conditioning by VSC1 and 

coupled to the transmission line transport by means of shunt 

associated transformer. Moreover, VSC1 can likewise 

create or assimilate controllable receptive power on the off 

chance that it is request and in this manner indicate free 

shunt responsive remuneration for the line. [12]. Along 

these lines VSC1 can be worked at a solidarity control 

factor or to be controlled to have a receptive power trade 

with the line free of the responsive power traded by VSC1. 

Clearly, there is no responsive power move through the 

UPFC dc connect. 

 

3.2 Phasor Diagram Representation 

 

Single stage circuit portrayal is given beneath with UPFC 

introduced in the power framework (Figure 4). The voltages 

at the midpoint of transmission line is set apart as VM, 

while the voltage infused by UPFC with controllable size 

and stage is set apart as Vc. 

 
Figure 4. Single phase equivalent circuit 

 

The shunt inverter in UPFC is working in such an approach 

to infuse a controllable current IC into the transmission line. 

This present comprises of two parts as for the line voltage: 

[13, 14]  

1) Real or coordinate part Id  

2) Reactive or quadrature part Iq  

The accompanying phasor chart is well clarifying the 

impact of direct and quadrature parts.. 

 
Figure 5. (a) Active/Reactive Power control  

(b) Voltage regulation 

 

 
 

Figure 6. Comparison of UPFC with other Facts techniques 
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4. SIMULATIONS AND RESULTS 

 

4.1 To Relieve Power Congestion on a 500/230 kv Grid 

 

UPFC is utilized to control the power stream in a 500 

kV/230 kv transmission framework. The framework is 

associated in a circle arrangement and comprises basically 

of five transports (B1 to B5) interconnected by transmission 

lines (L1, L2, L3) and two 500 kv/230 transformer sets Tr1 

and Tr2. The two control plants on the 230 kV framework 

create an aggregate of 1,500 megawatts of energy that is 

transmitted to a 500,000 volt 15,000 MVA comparable 

circuit and a 200 MW stack associated with the transport 

B3. Processing plant models incorporate speed controllers, 

excitation frameworks, and power framework stabilizers 

(PSS). In ordinary task, the 1200 MW producing limit of 

the # 2 # control plant is for the most part yield to 500 kV 

proportionate through three 400-MVA transformers 

associated between transports B4 and B5.  

 

 
 

Figure 7. Case study 

 

Utilizing the heap stream choice of the power gui obstruct, 

the model has been instated with plants #1 and #2 creating 

separately 500 MW and 1000 MW and the UPFC out of 

administration (Bypass breaker shut or essentially „1‟). The 

subsequent power stream acquired at transports B1 to B5 is 

demonstrated by numbers on the circuit outline. The heap 

stream demonstrates that the vast majority of the power 

produced by plant #2 is transmitted through the 800-MVA 

transformer bank (899 MW out of 1000 MW), the rest (101 

MW), flowing on top of it. Transformer Tr2 is in this 

manner over-burden by 99 MVA. The showing delineates 

how the UPFC would relief be able to this power clog.  

The UPFC situated at the correct end of line L2 is utilized 

to control the dynamic and responsive forces at the 500-kV 

transport B3, and also the voltage at transport B_UPFC. It 

comprises of a Phasor model of two 100-MVA, IGBT-

based, converters (one associated in shunt and one 

associated in arrangement and both interconnected through 

a DC transport on the DC side and to the AC control 

framework, through coupling reactors and transformers). 

Parameters of the UPFC control segments are given in the 

discourse box. The arrangement converter can infuse a most 

extreme of 10% of ostensible line-to-ground voltage (28.87 

kV) in arrangement with line L2. The numbers on the 

outline demonstrate the power stream with the UPFC in 

benefit and controlling the B3 dynamic and receptive 

powers individually at 687 MW and - 27 Mvar. 

 

4.2 Simulation of 500/230 KV with Grid Without UPFC 

 

This is the Simulink model of over 500/230kv matrix 

station. Impact of UPFC is concentrated to such an extent 

that first it is mimicked without UPFC and dynamic power 

on each of the 5 transports is noted. At that point UPFC is 

brought into the framework and dynamic power is again 

noted in a comparative mold. The accompanying is the 

reproduction of the above case without UPFC. Charts of 

dynamic power and responsive power are appeared. 

Besides, dynamic power is additionally said on the 

transports in the outline. 
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4.3 Simulation Result 

 

Dynamic Power (MW) along y pivot on transport no 1 to 

transport no 5 

 
 

Figure 8. Active Power without UPFC 

 

 
 

Figure 9. Reactive Power Metering with respect to  

time (Without UPFC) 

 

4.4 Simulation of 500/230 kV Grid with UPFC 

 

Figure 10. System modeled with UPFC 
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4.5 Simulation Results 

 

Dynamic Power (MW) along y pivot on transport no 1 to 

transport no 5 separately 

 

 
 

Figure 11. Active Power w.r.t time (With UPFC) 

 

Responsive Power (MVAR) along y pivot on transport no 1 

to transport no 5  

 

 
 

Figure 12. Reactive power w.r.t time (With UPFC) 

 

4.6 Remarks 

 

Dynamic power on every one of the transports is changed. 

On transport 1 it winds up 195MW and on transport 4 it is 

lessened from 900 MW to 800 MW, in this way keeping 

transformer Tr 2 from over-burdening. This is an awesome 

favorable position o UPFC. We can without much of a 

stretch control the heading of dynamic power in a power 

framework. This was an essential case which is 

straightforward. UPFC performs similarly well in complex 

power arrange.  

 

4.7 Voltage Regulation of 500kv Transmission System 

 

In this area, association of complex system with various 

transmission lines and power stations, and give a general 

investigation of pu levels on the framework transport. The 

accompanying is a framework intended for investigation. 

The above framework has 4 transmission lines. All lines 

have an UPFC. It can be seen that the impacts of UPFC on 

transport voltage and dynamic and responsive power stream 

and voltage direction. Associate all UPFC first and after 

that sidestep all UPFC for reenactment. The rundown of 

readings is appeared in the table. 

 

Table 1. Voltage Regulations 

 

  

Bus Number 

 

With UPFC 

 Without 

UPFC     

 1 1.001 1.017 

  2 1.003 1.017 

  3  1.002 1.008 

  4  0.9894  0.9912 

  5  0.9985  1.001 

  6  0  1.013 

  7  1.003  1.008 

  8  1.002  0.9912 

  9  0.9894  1.001 

  10  0.9985  0 

  11  1.001  1.017 

  12  0.9885  0 

  13  1.003  1.013 

  14  1.002  1.013 

  15  0.9894  1.008 

  16  0.9985  1.001 

  17  0  1.013 

  18  1.003  1.008 

  19  1.002  1.099 

  20  0.9884  1.002 
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4.8 Remarks 

 

As can be seen from the table, when the UPFC isn't utilized, 

the voltage on various transport isn't near 1pu. Then again 

when UPFC is associated, the voltage on the transport is 

near 1pu. This demonstrates UPFC is extremely useful for 

in keeping the voltage near 1 in spite of the substantial load. 

 

4.9 Stability of 500kv Transmission System 

 

Assume that in the above framework, a 65 km line is out of 

administration because of a disappointment or repair 

reason. Presently because of dynamic changes, the 

framework will positively end up shaky or flimsy and 

unequal. Thus, the voltage on all transports will change 

radically and may cause bothersome harm. UPFC can take 

care of this issue. The UPFC keeps up the voltage over all 

transports and diminishes motions because of uneven power 

framework varieties. This is appeared in the reenactment. 

The electrical switch trips following 1 second. Circuit 

breakers are utilized to expel a line from the framework. 

 

4.10 Voltage Without UPFC (Observations) 

 

Voltage (pu) along y pivot on transport no 1 to transport no 

5 

 
 

Figure 13. Bus voltages without UPFC 

 

4.11 Voltage with UPFC (Observations) 

 

Voltage (pu) along y pivot on transport no 1 to transport no 

5 

 
 

Figure 14. Bus Voltages with UPFC 

 

4.12 Remarks 

 

It can be seen that a line out of the framework inside 1 

second, the framework voltage genuine swaying. Yet, for 

the UPFC, the framework voltage has not changed, is still 

near 1 pu 

 

5. CONCLUSION 

 

In this paper the effect of UPFC on a 500kv transmission 

framework has been contemplated. It can be watch that 

UPFC can control the course of low power. UPFC expands 

the dynamic energy of the associated line. Thusly, it can 

control the stream of dynamic power and anticipate 

blockage in transmission framework. Along these lines, the 

execution of the power framework will increment with 

UPFC. This is the main objective that have accomplished 

effectively.  

In the second areas it can be watch that frameworks without 

UPFC, the voltages on the distinctive transports are not near 

1 pu. Nonetheless, when UPFC is associated with 

frameworks, the transport voltage is near 1 pu. This 

demonstrates UPFC is extremely helpful and reasonable for 

voltage direction. This will enhance the execution of the 

power framework. This is second objective of 

accomplishment.  

It can be infer that UPFC can control the sum and stream of 

dynamic power, to accomplish voltage direction and 

enhance framework solidness. In this way UPFC is 

exceptionally helpful for enhancing the execution of energy 

frameworks. 
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